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Who Am I?

• Maths & Science Teacher in all boys school 
in Cabra

• Ai for Teachers Course Facilitator with 
DWEC

• Instagram Content Creator 
(@craic_matamaitic )

• ChatGPT user for 16 months

Shannon Ahern



Who Am I Not?

• I am not an AI expert

• I don’t work for OpenAI

• I am not paid by any AI company!

Please don’t ask about 

the AI apocalypse – that 

is not my area of 

expertise!



How I discovered ChatGPT

November 2022



Write an Acrostic Poem about the Theorem of Pythagoras



That’s not quite an acrostic



Write a song about Algebra in the style of Taylor Swift



Provide the chords



Can it do what I do???

1. Research all the 
tracks and list them 
in chronological 
order

2. Research info about 
the tracks and 
format in table form

3. Come up with my 
own set of stats 
questions…



Can it do what I do???



Can it do what I do???

YES.



Do I need to worry about AI replacing me?

No.

It is just another tool in the 
toolbox.

Unlike other tools in the tool 
box however it won’t add to 

the teacher workload



“AI will de-skill teachers”



What is currently de-skilling teachers?



A truly revolutionary tool

• As educators, one of our greatest challenges is recognising
what our individual students need to thrive, yet often finding 
ourselves constrained by limited time or depleted energy 
levels. 

• Artificial Intelligence offers a much-needed solution, acting as 
an additional pair of hands, another head to bounce ideas off 
as well as  providing the extra time we have long sought to 
effectively support our students' success.



ChatGPT for Teachers

AI Tools for 
Teachers



Uses artificial intelligence to 
create interactive educational 
presentations (like menti)

Diffit

TweeCuripod

Magic School AI

Ai Tools for Teachers

Uses AI to assist lesson 
planning, differentiating 
instruction, writing assessment

Uses artificial intelligence to 
create quizzes, worksheets, 
video transcripts etc.

Uses AI to create 
differentiated resources.



Underneath it all…



Underneath it all…



ChatGPT

ChatGPT



What is it?

“ChatGPT is a large language model 
created by OpenAI that is designed to 

understand and respond to human 
language. Trained on a massive dataset of 
text using the Transformer architecture, 

ChatGPT can generate human-like responses 
to a wide range of prompts and questions.”

- ChatGPT (2023)



How does it work?

• It uses maths to predict and generate the 
string of words it thinks you want based 
on key words provided in the prompt.

• The more context you provide in prompts 
the better the output



Is it bias?

• LLMs are trained on vast amount of text 
data that was available online. 

• The majority of this text is bias and so 
ChatGPT will have inherited that. 

• It is no more or less bias than the 
textbooks we use.



How do I learn more?





ChatGPT

Basic Package ChatGPT Plus 

Cost Free €23/month

Internet Access No Yes

Image Generation No Yes

Ability to upload 
images/documents

No Yes

Create Custom GPTs No Yes

Ability to do Maths Fair – Poor Excellent – with plugins



Past Conversations



Prompt box



How can teachers use it?

• Emails
• Policy documents
• Lesson Plans
• Lab Safety documents
• Units of learning
• Schemes of work
• Maths problem sets
• Differentiated lessons 

and activities

• Permission Slips 
• Student Support 

Documents
• Sample Essays
• Worksheets
• Rich tasks 
• Excel formula
• Student reports
• Reading Comprehensions



Bespoke Lessons in a fraction of the time

Planning with 
ChatGPT





Create a lesson plan on the circulatory system for 13 year 
old boys

can you present this in table form. the column headings are 
: time, activity, differentiation and assessment





a lesson plan on the circulatory system for 13 year old boys

can you present this in table form. the column headings are 
: time, activity, differentiation and assessment

I have a student in the class with MGLD include strategies 
to support them in the differentiation section of the 
tabulated plan





a lesson plan on the circulatory system for 13 year old boys

can you present this in table form. the column headings are 
: time, activity, differentiation and assessment

I have a student in the class with MGLD include strategies 
to support them in the differentiation section of the 
tabulated plan

can you suggest ways to simplify the explanations as 
outlined in the plan?





a lesson plan on the circulatory system for 13 year old boys

can you present this in table form. the column headings are 
: time, activity, differentiation and assessment

I have a student in the class with MGLD include strategies 
to support them in the differentiation section of the 
tabulated plan

can you suggest ways to simplify the explanations as 
outlined in the plan? 

can you provide me with the worksheet





Under 5 
mins



a lesson plan on the circulatory system for 13 year old boys

can you present this in table form. the column headings are 
: time, activity, differentiation and assessment

I have a student in the class with MGLD include strategies 
to support them in the differentiation section of the 
tabulated plan

can you suggest ways to simplify the explanations as 
outlined in the plan? 

can you provide me with the worksheet

my students are massive football fans . can you redesign 
the lesson to make it football related. 





a lesson plan on the circulatory system for 13 year old boys

can you present this in table form. the column headings are 
: time, activity, differentiation and assessment

I have a student in the class with MGLD include strategies 
to support them in the differentiation section of the 
tabulated plan

can you suggest ways to simplify the explanations as 
outlined in the plan? 

can you provide me with the worksheet

I have a student in the class who is “gifted” how can I cater 
to their needs











create a lesson plan for a jc business class on supply and 
demand. research the Taylor Swift Era's tour - ticket 
master fiasco and use that in the lesson plan

GPT Plus



Tips for lesson planning

Provide the learning outcome

Include information about student cohort (age/needs/interests)

Provide information about formatting eg. “in table form, the 
columns are….”

Don’t be afraid to re-prompt and reply back to ChatGPT

Remember: you are the expert! Always check what ChatGPT is 
outputting before copying/pasting



Custom Resources

Resource 
Creation



Generate a list of key words associated with the following learning outcome 
“Students should be able to describe the structure, function, and 

interactions of the organs of the respiratory systems”



create a word bank of the key words. group the words into 3 
categories "level 1" , "level 2" and "level 3" based on complexity



create three columns with the headings level 1, 2 , 3 and just list 
the words underneath without definitions



create a fill in the blanks paragraph using the above word bank 
above on the process of breathing 



write a lab report at the reading level of a 13 year old on an experiment 
where you completed jumping jacks and recorded your bpm after every 10 
jumping jacks. You measured the bpm for 30 seconds using a stopwatch and 
multiplied by two. Use uk spelling english



Result



remove key words and replace with ___________________, include a key word 
bank at the bottom, ensure the word bank is jumbled



Result





Create a reading comprehension on the age of exploration for a student 
whose reading age is 8 



Adapt the same content for a gifted student who has a special interest in 
history. They are 14 years old.



Create a reading comprehension based on Taylor Swift for a student who 
has a reading age of 8



Create a MCQ quiz consisting of 5 questions that involve solving linear 
equations. The questions should get more difficult as they progress



Create a Diagnostic Quiz based on algebraic fractions. The questions and 
answers should be designed to catch common errors and misconceptions



Create a NYT times connections puzzle based on the LC 
Chemistry Histroy of the Atom Unit

https://connections.swellgarfo.com/game/-NryQ3Z-QHB3-0bVo4g7

https://connections.swellgarfo.com/game/-NryQ3Z-QHB3-0bVo4g7


I want to play a game with students called "um actually" where I give 
them quotes from Hamlet that have a minor change to the quote. 
students have to identify the error in the quote. can you help me make 3 
quotes that have been altered in a believable way?

“To do, or not to do: that is the question."
“To be, or not to be: that is the question."

“The lady doth protest too much, methinks”
“The lady doth complain too much, methinks.”

“This above all: to your own self be true."
“This above all: to thine own self be true."

Invite students to compare the altered quote with the original in terms of 
tone, meaning, and thematic implications. They can evaluate how the 

change affects the perception of the scene or character and discuss the 
importance of word choice in Shakespeare's works.

Organize a debate where students argue the impact of the altered quote 
versus the original on the play's interpretation. This could involve defending 

the importance of the original wording in understanding Shakespeare's 
intent and the play's impact on audiences.



Create an organic chemistry pre-requisite test. The test should be 10 
questions long and assess a range of knowledge and skills from the lc course 





Write a poem about cats in the style of…



Write the html code for…



Create a Minecraft style diagram of a volcano GPT Plus



Create a Roblox version of the Boston Tea Party GPT Plus



Create a Roblox version of ancient Rome GPT Plus



Create a van gogh painting based on this poem … (copied and pasted in 
poem) GPT Plus



Create a create a marvel movie style poster of all the scientists who 
contributed to the discovery of the atom. include: thomson, bohr, 
Rutherford,Chadwick

GPT Plus



Create an image of DaVinci meeting Marie Curie

GPT Plus

The limit is 
your 

creativity!



Create a comic strip of Marie Curie discovering Radium GPT Plus



Create a black and white comic strip of a teenager adopting a stray cat 



Create a black and white comic strip of Lewis Hamilton Winning the F1 
World Championship



General Tips for using ChatGPT

Treat it Like 
A Colleague

Speak to ChatGPT like 
you would a 

colleague you are 
asking for advice.

01
Be 

Clear!
Be clear. ChatGPT

will do exactly what 
you ask – to its 

detriment at times!

02
Reprompt

Don’t be afraid to 
respond and 

reprompt or ask it 
for its reasoning

03
Give 

Context
The more 

keywords the 
better it will be 
able to predict!

04
Always 
Review

ChatGPT is not 
the expert – you 

are!

05



Ai & Education

Ethics & Ai



A Must Read

https://unesdoc.unesco.org/ark:/
48223/pf0000386693

https://unesdoc.unesco.org/ark:/48223/pf0000386693


Data Collecting

ChatGPT, like all AI tools, are constantly learning

They are being trained with each user interaction to get better 
and smarter each time

The data you input as part of your prompts and conversations 
are used for training purposes.

Never input student information into ChatGPT directly



Using AI for Feedback

https://www.craicmatamaitic.com/events/ai-chatgpt/chatgpt-x-excel

https://www.craicmatamaitic.com/events/ai-chatgpt/chatgpt-x-excel


For More Follow me on Instagram



Download Presentation Now


